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Many would remember
those incredibly convincing
Techron advertisements

of Caltex with its simple
demonstration of used

engine valves one clean
and the other not a clear

indication of the product s effectiveness That
image in its simplicity became a huge symbol
of the Caltex tradition in that it never relied
on bells and whistles but rather focussed on

getting the basics right

Prior to Techron being first introduced across
all petrol grade offerings in Malaysia in 1993
the Product Technology team had sought
out motoring journalists and representatives
from Universiti Malaya to witness its cleaning
power A dirty taxi engine was taken apart as
a test subject and the results were staggering
Ongoing investment in ensuring cleaner base
fuels also helped a further enhanced Techron
re emerge in the Malaysian market in March
of 06

Today in Malaysia the Caltex brand maintains
a network of 429 service stations with an

expansionary view of at least 15 new retail
stations a year The bullish projections have
of course largely to do with the Asian miracle
with this region identified by Chevron as the
fastest growing region with a big future and
surging energy demand Accord ingto Chevron
Malaysia Limited s Country Chairman Jeremy
Oh a 2010 investment ofUSD21 8 billion by
Chevron which owns the Caltex brand

in projects to secure energy for now and the
future signals its anticipation of market needs
in the region with almost half of the amount
invested in Africa and Asia Pacific

At the same time we re aware that consumer
market research factor in image and reputation
facilities services as well as fuels Oh states To
this he says the long standing proven quality
fuel products are delivered consistently and
continually enriched We have also invested
in refreshing more than 60 service stations
in the new image this year and the station
refresh will be rolled out in phases across our
network in the future he says To ensure
that all these efforts are complemented by
a strong service ethic the Customer First
programme has also been introduced with

investment made in training customer service
reps and retailers to ensure that customers
needs are met and exceeded This customer
service refresh continues to be a core driver in

creating customer differentiation

IN

An often told story of Caltex s founding is
of Kenneth Kingsbury then the President of
Chevron meeting with Torkild Cap Rieber
a director at Texaco Their partnership
allowed Chevron to push eastwards and
also supplied Texaco with a heavyweight
customer who was undaunted by challenges
in a land far away The 1936 deal to form
the Caltex brand was alleged to have been
scratched out on the back of an envelope at a
breakfast meeting in New York s Ritz Hotel
From that day on the Caltex brand began
shining in lands east of the Suez and service
stations began sprouting up from Bahrain to
China to Oceania with the brand now ripe at
a grand old 75 years of age

It seems longevity runs in the Caltex genetic
strain In Malaysia Jeremy Oh has risen
through the rank and file starting out as a
sales rep with the legacy Caltex Company
a long time back Today more than three
decades on he is the General Manager for
Chevron s Products in Singapore Malaysia
and Cambodia as well as Country Chairman
for Malaysia and Cambodia with Chevron
Malaysia Limited Here I am he says with
a benign smile 32 years with Caltex and
Chevron and I can honestly say that the
company has been very supportive of my
career offering plenty of opportunity for
development

He reckons his career is a testament of how

good the organisation is Of course like any
avenues one has to work hard to earn his
place in Chevron and I always encourage
my team to contribute and show the results
with recognition and rewards as the returns
for their efforts Over his years of dedicated
service Oh confides that he has received

quite a few tie pins He goes on to say
Sometimes when your boss comes by and
shows his appreciation for your long years
of service it does make a difference because
while material things are nice to have it s
not everything
As a child growing up in the east coast town
of Kemaman Oh fondly recalls days spent
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amongst friends catching spiders watching
huge leatherbacks come up to nest by the
moonlight and taking his father s fishing boat
out to sea My dad had these boats and it s
amazing that the fishermen know where you
can find particular kinds of fish so they just
take you to the spot where all you needed to
do was to lower your lines he says adding
and within minutes the fish will bite

Oh possesses a calm and assured manner of
speaking that could have something to do
with his fascination of the big blue yonder
embracing the challenge of being out in the
open His childhood moments illustrate this
very well Once you get out on the boat into
the South China Sea everything is so big and
so vast that you feel it s almost like you and
the entire horizon and fishing was something
I found to be very relaxing Those were
fun days

Outside offun Oh also had a ready made role
model in the shape of his father My father
wasatraderand I admired him for his honesty
and integrity he says He was upright in his
business dealings and always wanted to help
people and I will always remember that if
there s food on the table he will always insist
that everyone else goes first before he has his
share Those lessons in fairness of conduct

also urged him along the path of being in a
business with Oh saying that he knew that
one day he too would be a business person
who would abide by the same code

That code to some degree is represented by
the Chevron Way Values which has a strong
impact on the work culture The values which
priorities health and safety of its workforce
are emblazoned across the Chevron offices

with sensible exhortations to do it safely or
not at all as well as there s always time to
do it right These values also extend to the
protection oftheenvironment andencourage
simple speedy and direct communication
among the staff building a velocity towards
getting results in the right way We hold
ourselves accountable for a zero tolerance

towards compliance violations And so it
wasn t all that difficult for Oh who comes

from a family of nine siblings four boys five
girls to feel at ease within the larger family
of Chevron with the Chevron Way Values
constantly reminding him that the road to
success should run straight and true

ON

The idea of the Caltex Star which began asan
image improvement programme in the 70s
has become much more that just window
dressing Stations became a welcome haven
for road weary travellers with the promise
of safe and clean facilities and the same

impetus to create brighter and safer stations
are reflected in the current designs which
are being progressively applied to the station
refuelling areas today The standardised
designs also enable retailers to drive down
costs by taking advantage of new technologies
and increase our efficiency and cement our
local presence Oh says

Being a friend to the motorist has been old
hat to Caltex ever since it got onto the scene
and with 75 years gone it hasn t changed its
tack in getting consumers to see it as a friend
and a refuge where quality products go hand
in hand with good times

Towards this end Oh is excited over the
increased efforts to engage new retailers
through the retailer owned retailer operated
stations RORO and Caltex s branded
marketer network which is a multi site
owner that operates its network of service
stations under the Caltex brand Creative

RORO and branded marketer retailers now

customise promotional offerings he says As
such rather than a cookie cutter s approach
to promotions aimed to serve all motorists
customers also have the flexibility to shop
around to determine promotions that pique
their interest

Another crop of stars at the stations are of
course the top quality fuel products such
as Caltex with Techron Caltex Diesel with
Techron D as well as Delo and Havoline

lubricants which have achieved international
fame and recognition from a host of
automakers Chevron has been attheforefront

of additive technology and Techron s unique
cleaning power helped Chevron become the
first US gasoline designated to meet stringent
Top Tier standards established by BMW

GM Honda and Toyota and supported by
Volkswagen and Audi Oh says The Top Tier
standards define detergency levels in gasoline
higher than those set by the US Environmental
Protection Agency and the research and
development ensures that our additives are
technologically advanced to clean up deposits
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on critical engine parts

Rather than resting on its fuel additive laurels
Caltex has gone on to emulate its glorious
past in exploring and innovating new ways of
adapting to the future Here in Malaysia the
automatic pricing mechanism ensures pump
prices are determined by the government in
line with market prices Oh begins Evolving
developments such as the introduction
of unleaded fuel RON95 EUR02M
specifications and now biodiesel make for
unique and interesting opportunities

To help facilitate developments in this area
Chevron s dedicated Product Technologyteam
actively participates in theOilIndustryTechnical
Committee OITC and SIRIM Berhad sharing
expertise in ensuring fuel quality standards are
up to international requirements and catering
to upcoming automobile technology and future
consumer demands

The exciting possibilities of biodesel
particularly with Malaysia being such a major
player in oil palm are also a gauntlet that
Chevron has seized upon When sold as
biodiesel blends biodiesel has the advantage
of being an alternative fuel that can be used
right now in existing car technology We are
working closely with MPOB and the Ministry
of Plantation Industries and Commodities to
spread consumer awareness Oh says The
preparation and investment by Chevron for
biodiesel implementation also means that it
is well positioned to deliver their biodiesel
offering complete with the Techron D
additive across 102 Caltex service stations in

Malacca Negeri Sembilan Kuala Lumpur and
Selangor by the first of next month The move
away from pure fossil fuels will doubtless be a
boon for the environment but beyond that
that s the Chevron s commitment in showing
that it is in for the long haul with its signature
Chevron Way Values in play
THE AIR AROUND

The idea of Caltex being there for the people
isn t just marketing speak In its 75 years the
brand has helped make entrepreneurs out of
ordinary Filipinos who were given the license
to operate a pump and tank providing job
opportunities for the local populace where
it operates sponsoring baseball teams as well
as building schools and buildings as part of its
socio economic development promise

Corporations are general lyquickto vaunt their
abilitytooperatewithintheirlocalenvironments
and build relationships but Chevron began a

longtime ago and its 1986 global commitment
towards fighting AIDS included promoting
education aimed at reducing stigma in the
workplace In October 2010 Chevron raised
its six year investment to The Global Fund
to Fight AIDS tuberculosis and malaria to
USD55 million to support programmes in Asia
and Africa For its efforts which had reached
out to an estimated 3 4 million people through
HIV prevention programmes between 2008
and 2010 it was recognised with the Global
Business Coalition s Richard C Holbrooke

Award for Business Leadership in June 2009

Close to home Chevron works closely with
the Malaysian AIDS Council and Foundation
MAC F to raise awareness of HIV and AIDS
and raise funds towards improving the lives of
those affected Oh says We are a pioneer
memberof the Malaysian BusinessConsortium
on HIV AIDS MBCH established by MAF
which aims to directly manage the impact of
HIV and AIDS at the workplace and minimize
new infections through informed lifestyle
choices

In 2010 the peer based reproductive health
workshop Caltex Body Works increased HIV
and AIDS awareness for adolescents at risk
whilethisyear 730free comprehensive Pathlab
health screening coupons incorporating HIV
testing were offered to young women and
teens to empower HIV status awareness

At the recent Caltex Diamond Anniversary
gala dinner the most telling portion ofthe
eveningcamewhenthesumofRM53 241 was
donated to the Malaysian AIDS Council The
unique looking sum had to do with the fact
that it was raised among Caltex retailers and
employee contributions through donation
drives The same spirit ofvolunteerism has
also resulted in the making of a memorial
quilt honouring those who have succumbed
to HIV as a means of education At

present the quilt hangs at the reception
area of the Chevron headquarters inKuala
Lumpur Chevron seeks counsel from our
community partners to ensure the viability
of programmes and the suitable duration to
make these programmes relevant and later
self sustainably by the community

While Chevron sets the tone on consumer

social responsibilities its employees have
been quick to strike a chord in ensuring
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that its initiatives fly off the ground This
may also explain why there is a certain
satisfaction that Oh derives from seeing how
the Chevron Way has perpetuated a cycle
of successes not just in its campaigns but
also in the development of staff Activities
such as the donation drives and awareness

campaigns where staff gladly volunteertheir
own time to help with lead Oh to reflect
Seeing the company give back to society
and demonstrating it through our company s
and employees commitment I thinkthat is
what happiness is And in the long history
of man it also means that Caltex is prepared
to embrace the future with an affirmative
nod towards ensuring that its customers and
staff enjoy the journey to come 15

WE HOLD OURSELVES
ACCOUNTABLE FORA ZERO

TOLERANCE TOWARDS
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COMPLIANCE VIOLATIONS

Chevron Malaysia s
Country Chairman
Jeremy Oh

C EVOLVING DEVELOPMENTS
SUCH AS THE INTRODUCTION OF
UNLEADED FUEL RON95 EUR02M

SPECIFICATIONS AND NOW
BIODIESEL MAKE FOR UNIQUE AND
INTERESTING OPPORTUNITIES
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